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Response to Comment Letter #8: California Department of Parks and Recreation Comment Letter 

Comment 8-1: Thank you for your comments on the Imperial County General Plan Renewable Energy 
and Transmission Element Update Draft PEIR. 

Comment 8-2: The County understands that the California Department of Parks and Recreation (State 
Parks) is a Collaborating Stakeholder Agency under the DRECP and that you have submitted comments 
on the Draft DRECP EIR/EIS as well. The County also recognizes your department’s vital role in protecting 
and preserving cultural and natural resources and fostering economic benefits. We have provided 
responses to your specific comments below. 

Comment 8-3: Comment noted. The County, in its preliminary “pre-application” meetings with the 
project proponents, shall send OWSRVA staff copies of all applications and supporting documents for 
review and comment. When the formal application is submitted, the application and supporting 
documents shall be submitted to Ocotillo Wells State Vehicular Recreation Area (OWSVRA) staff for 
review and comment. The environmental impacts of future renewable energy projects will be addressed 
in a CEQA Initial Study and will be sent to OWSVRA staff for any future project that is within or adjacent 
to the OWSVRA plan area. Notice will be provided prior to any County Planning Commission and/or 
Board of Supervisors meetings. Any mitigation measure proposed by OWSVRA staff shall be considered 
and included in the environmental document as applicable. 

Comment 8-4: As described in the Draft PEIR, the Proposed Project would be implemented on a 
“project-by-project” basis based on County approval of individual renewable energy projects. 
Consequently, specific impacts to linkages and habitat connectivity cannot be evaluated at this time. 
Future renewable energy facilities developed under the proposed Project would have to evaluate 
potential impacts to linkages and habitat connectivity during the project’s required environmental 
review phase. Implementation of mitigation Measure BIO-4 and any additional mitigation measures that 
may be required based on site-specific characteristics identified during the environmental review phase 
would reduce impacts on linkages and habitat connectivity to a level less than significant. Analysis of 
potential impacts for projects within the Colorado Desert District or Ocotillo Wells District would also be 
required to evaluate project consistency with applicable State Parks habitat protection programs and 
implement mitigation measures as appropriate to reduce impacts to a level less than significant. 

Comment 8-5: Comment noted. Any future renewable energy proposal that may result in visual impacts 
to State Parks recreation areas shall be fully vetted and considered during the environmental review 
process. The comments from State Parks staff shall be considered as part of the future environmental 
document prepared for the project. 

Comment 8-6: The County understands that there are many valuable visual resources within OWSVRA. 
However, the Visual Resource Management Category assigned to these resources is under the purview 
of the Bureau of land Management (BLM). Therefore, the County does not have the authority to change 
the BLM VRM designation for any visual resources within OWSVRA. 

Comment 8-7: As described in the Draft PEIR, the Proposed Project would be implemented on a 
“project-by-project” basis based on County approval of individual renewable energy projects. Future 
renewable energy facilities developed under the proposed Project would have to evaluate potential 
impacts to OWSVRA, including camping areas, for potential visual and air quality impacts during the 
project’s required environmental review phase. Implementation of mitigation measures presented in 
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the Final PEIR and any additional mitigation measures that may be required based on site-specific 
characteristics identified during the environmental review phase would reduce visual and air quality 
impacts to a level less than significant. 

Comment 8-8: The Conservation and Open Space Element is currently being updated by the County of 
Imperial as well. The existing conditions data presented in the Draft PEIR has also been utilized in the 
County update of the Conservation and Open Space Element of the General Plan. Consequently, the 
Renewable Energy and Transmission Element update is consistent with the Conservation and Open 
Space Element update. 

Comment 8-9: The portions of the proposed Overlay Zone Map located within OWSVRA have been 
changed to the Geothermal category. Therefore, geothermal will be the only renewable energy 
technology that will be allowed to be developed within the boundaries of the OWSVRA consistent with 
the DRECP. 

Comment 8-10: As described in the Draft PEIR, the Proposed Project would be implemented on a 
“project-by-project” basis based on County approval of individual renewable energy projects. Should a 
future renewable energy project include privately owned lands within OWSVRA, the project proponent 
would be responsible for obtaining all easement and/or access rights necessary for the project as well as 
preparing necessary environmental documentation. 

Comment 8-11: Future renewable energy facilities developed under the proposed Project would have to 
evaluate potential impacts to natural and cultural resources during the project’s required environmental 
review phase. Implementation of mitigation measures presented in the Final PEIR and any additional 
mitigation measures that may be required based on site-specific characteristics identified during the 
environmental review phase would reduce impacts on natural and cultural resources to a level less than 
significant. 

Comment 8-12: Some portions of the OWSVRA that were originally included in the proposed Overlay 
Zone Map have been changed to the “Proposed Development Focus Areas on Land Managed by BLM” 
category, which was developed to identify land under the jurisdiction of BLM that may be utilized for 
development of renewable energy facilities. Areas subject to this category are Federally-managed lands 
that were included in the 2014 Draft DRECP and EIR/EIS that were not excluded by the constraints 
analysis conducted by the County. The locations of the “Proposed Development Focus Areas on Land 
Managed by BLM” are shown in red on Figure 2.2-2 of the Final PEIR. The areas shown on Figure 2.2-2 of 
the Final PEIR are not subject to the proposed Project and the map is being provided for “informational 
purposes” only. Consequently, the portions of the OWSVRA shown in red on Figure 2.2-2 of the Final 
PEIR are no longer subject to the proposed Project. 

The remaining portions of the proposed Overlay Zone Map located within the OWSVRA have been 
changed to the Geothermal category. Therefore, geothermal will be the only renewable energy 
technology that will be allowed to be developed within the boundaries of the OWSVRA. Furthermore, 
Mitigation Measure BIO-1b has been revised to document potential sensitive species surveys that may 
be required as follows: 

“BIO-1b: Conduct Surveys for Special Status Animal Species. As a requirement of an 
application for a future renewable energy facility, surveys for special status animal 
species shall be conducted by qualified and agency-approved biologists to determine 
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the presence or absence of sensitive animal species within the footprint of a future 
renewable energy project. Required surveys for special status animal species may 
include, but are not limited to, American badgers, burrowing owl, flat-tailed horned 
lizard, golden eagle, mountain plover, prairie falcons, Swainson’s hawk, and Yuma 
Ridgway’s rail, among others. Any special status mammal, reptile, and amphibian 
species detected during surveys shall be passively relocated to areas outside the 
construction zone and prevented from reentering the future project area with the 
installation of silt fencing or other exclusion fencing. All fencing shall be periodically 
monitored and maintained for the duration of construction. Passive relocation shall only 
be done in the nonbreeding season in accordance with guidelines and consultations 
with resource agencies. ThisDepending on which special status species are present 
within the project boundaries, passive relocation measures may includes covering or 
excavating all burrows or dens and installing one-way doors into occupied burrows. This 
would allow any animals inside to leave the burrow but would exclude any animals from 
reentering the burrow. The burrows shall then be excavated and filled in to prevent 
their reuse. Other types of relocation measures may be required, depending on which 
special status species are present within the project boundaries. 

“If direct impacts to special status species cannot be avoided, an agency-approved 
biologist shall prepare a species-specific Mitigation and Monitoring Plan that would 
detail the approved, site-specific methodology proposed to minimize and mitigate 
impacts to each species. Passive relocation, destruction of burrows, construction of 
artificial burrows, etc. shall be completed only upon prior approval by and in 
cooperation with CDFW and/or USFWS.” 

Consequently, future geothermal energy facilities developed under the proposed Project within the 
boundaries of the OWSVRA would be required to conduct FTHL surveys and develop appropriate 
mitigation, which may include a species-specific Mitigation and Monitoring Plan if direct impacts to the 
FTHL cannot be avoided. A species-specific Mitigation and Monitoring Plan would require prior approval 
by and in cooperation with CDFW and/or USFWS. 

Comment 8-13: As described in response to comment 8-12 above, Mitigation Measure BIO-1b has been 
revised to document potential sensitive species surveys that may be required for future renewable 
energy facilities developed under the proposed Project, including the American badgers, Burrowing owl, 
and Prairie falcon. Consequently, future geothermal energy facilities developed within the boundaries of 
the OWSVRA would be required to conduct surveys for the sensitive species listed in this comment and 
develop appropriate mitigation, which may include a species-specific Mitigation and Monitoring Plan if 
direct impacts cannot be avoided. A species-specific Mitigation and Monitoring Plan would require prior 
approval by and in cooperation with CDFW and/or USFWS. 

Comment 8-14: Future renewable energy facilities developed under the proposed Project would be 
required to evaluate potential impacts related to habitat fragmentation during the project’s required 
environmental review phase. Implementation of biological mitigation measures presented in the Final 
PEIR and any additional mitigation measures that may be required based on site-specific characteristics 
identified during the environmental review phase would reduce impacts related to habitat 
fragmentation to a level less than significant. 
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Comment 8-15: Future renewable energy facilities developed within, or immediately adjacent to, 
OWSVRA would have to evaluate potential proximity impacts to State Parks facilities during the project’s 
required environmental review phase. State Parks would have an opportunity to review and comment 
on the environmental documentation prepared for future renewable energy facilities developed within, 
or immediately adjacent to, OWSVRA and future project proponents would be required to coordinate 
with State Parks as necessary. 

Comment 8-16: The County understands the rich and diverse cultural history within OWSVRA. Future 
renewable energy facilities developed under the proposed Project would be required to evaluate 
impacts to cultural resources consistent with the Native Americans Graves Protection and Repatriation 
Act (NAGPRA) and Assembly Bill 52 during the project’s required environmental review phase. The 
definition of human remains presented in Mitigation Measure CUL-3 is based upon the NAGPRA. 
Implementation of Mitigation Measure CUL-3 and any additional mitigation measures that may be 
required based on site-specific characteristics identified during the environmental review phase would 
reduce impacts related to human remains to a level less than significant. Compliance with CEQA with 
respect to cultural resources would ensure that future renewable energy projects developed under the 
proposed Project would be consistent with Assembly Bill 52. 

Comment 8-17: Future renewable energy facilities developed within, or near, State Parks lands would 
have to evaluate potential geological and hydrological impacts, including changes to surface flows that 
may result in flooding, during the project’s required environmental review phase. Future renewable 
energy facilities developed within, or near, State Parks lands would also need to evaluate potential 
impacts on local OHV trails. Implementation of mitigation measures presented in the Final PEIR and any 
additional mitigation measures that may be required based on site-specific characteristics identified 
during the environmental review phase would reduce geological and hydrological impacts to a level less 
than significant. 

Comment 8-18: State Parks will have an opportunity to provide additional comments at the Planning 
Commission and Imperial County Board of Supervisors hearings. 

Comment 8-19: Thank you for your comments on the Imperial County General Plan Renewable Energy 
and Transmission Element Update Draft PEIR. 
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9 – Imperial County Air Pollution Control District 
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Response to Comment Letter #9: Imperial County Air Pollution Control District 

Comment 9-1: Thank you for your comments on the Imperial County General Plan Renewable Energy 
and Transmission Element Update Draft PEIR. We understand the Imperial County Air Pollution Control 
District’s (Air District’s) concerns regarding Ozone, PM10, and PM2.5 and have addressed potential 
impacts associated with these and other criteria pollutants in the Draft PEIR. This analysis was 
conducted consistent with CEQA, and the Draft PEIR has identified Air District policies in several air 
quality mitigation measures. 

Comment 9-2: As described in the Draft PEIR, the proposed Project would be implemented on a 
“project-by-project” basis based on County approval of individual renewable energy projects. 
Consequently, future renewable energy facilities developed under the proposed project would have to 
evaluate potential air quality and greenhouse gas impacts during the project’s required environmental 
review phase. Evaluation of potential impacts would require preparation of an Air Quality study or 
similar environmental documentation consistent with CEQA and Air District requirements to received 
project approval. 

Comment 9-3: Future renewable energy facilities developed under the proposed Project would be 
required to prepare an Air Quality study or similar environmental documentation consistent with the 
requirements of the Air District rule book cited in this comment. Thank you for your comments on the 
Imperial County General Plan Renewable Energy and Transmission Element Update Draft PEIR. 
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10 – Imperial Irrigation District 
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Response to Comment Letter #10: Imperial Irrigation District 

Comment 10-1: Thank you for your comments on the Imperial County General Plan Renewable Energy 
and Transmission Element Update Draft PEIR. We have provided responses to your specific comments 
below. 

Comment 10-2: Future renewable energy facilities developed under the proposed Project would have to 
evaluate whether project design would impact existing or proposed Imperial Irrigation District (IID) 
water and energy facilities. Should it be determined that a future renewable energy facility impact IID 
facilities, necessitating relocation of facilities or additional infrastructure, the Project proponent would 
be responsible for all costs. 

Comment 10-3: The County understands that IID canal and drain banks may not be used to access 
project sites and that abandonment of easements or facilities shall be approved by IID based on system 
needs. 

Comment 10-4: Figures 4.9-1 through 4.9-4 of the Final PEIR have been revised to correctly label the 
Westside Main Canal. The level of detail regarding the sections of the Westside Main Canal cannot be 
shown at the scale of the figures presented in the PEIR. Future renewable energy facilities proposed for 
development near the Westside Main Canal would be required to show the accurate details listed in this 
figure in the environmental documents prepared for the project. 

Comment 10-5: As described in the Draft PEIR, the proposed Project would be implemented on a 
“project-by-project” basis based on County approval of individual renewable energy projects. 
Consequently, specific impacts related to field drainage corresponding site-specific mitigation measures 
cannot be evaluated at this time. Future renewable energy facilities developed under the proposed 
Project would have to evaluate potential impacts related to water quality and volume associated with 
field drainage during the project’s required environmental review phase. Implementation of mitigation 
measures presented in the Final PEIR and any additional mitigation measures that may be required 
based on site-specific characteristics identified during the environmental review phase would reduce 
impacts related to field drainage to a level less than significant. 

Comment 10-6: As described in the Draft PEIR, the proposed Project would be implemented on a 
“project-by-project” basis based on County approval of individual renewable energy projects. 
Consequently, specific impacts on direct-to-sea drains identified as Desert pupfish drains and 
corresponding site-specific mitigation measures cannot be evaluated at this time. Future renewable 
energy facilities developed under the proposed Project would have to evaluate potential impacts to 
sensitive species, including the Desert pupfish, during the project’s required environmental review 
phase. Implementation of biological mitigation measures presented in the Final PEIR and any additional 
mitigation measures that may be required based on site-specific characteristics identified during the 
environmental review phase would reduce impacts on the Desert pupfish to a level less than significant. 

Comment 10-7: As described in Section 2.3 of the Draft PEIR, the County developed a reduced Overlay 
Zone Map footprint in order to preserve valuable agricultural resources within Imperial County. 
Therefore, implementation of the proposed Project and its reduced footprint alternative would preserve 
agricultural resources that serve as habitat for various species, including Burrowing owl. Additionally, 
future renewable energy facilities developed under the proposed Project would have to evaluate 
potential impacts to sensitive species, including the Burrowing owl, during the project’s required 
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environmental review phase. Furthermore, Mitigation Measure BIO-1b has been revised to document 
potential sensitive species requiring surveys, including the burrowing owl, as follows: 

“BIO-1b: Conduct Surveys for Special Status Animal Species. As a requirement of an 
application for a future renewable energy facility, surveys for special status animal 
species shall be conducted by qualified and agency-approved biologists to determine 
the presence or absence of sensitive animal species within the footprint of a future 
renewable energy project. Required surveys for special status animal species may 
include, but are not limited to, American badgers, burrowing owl, flat-tailed horned 
lizard, golden eagle, mountain plover, prairie falcons, Swainson’s hawk, and Yuma 
Ridgway’s rail, among others. Any special status mammal, reptile, and amphibian 
species detected during surveys shall be passively relocated to areas outside the 
construction zone and prevented from reentering the future project area with the 
installation of silt fencing or other exclusion fencing. All fencing shall be periodically 
monitored and maintained for the duration of construction. Passive relocation shall only 
be done in the nonbreeding season in accordance with guidelines and consultations 
with resource agencies. ThisDepending on which special status species are present 
within the project boundaries, passive relocation measures may includes covering or 
excavating all burrows or dens and installing one-way doors into occupied burrows. This 
would allow any animals inside to leave the burrow but would exclude any animals from 
reentering the burrow. The burrows shall then be excavated and filled in to prevent 
their reuse. Other types of relocation measures may be required, depending on which 
special status species are present within the project boundaries. 

“If direct impacts to special status species cannot be avoided, an agency-approved 
biologist shall prepare a species-specific Mitigation and Monitoring Plan that would 
detail the approved, site-specific methodology proposed to minimize and mitigate 
impacts to each species. Passive relocation, destruction of burrows, construction of 
artificial burrows, etc. shall be completed only upon prior approval by and in 
cooperation with CDFW and/or USFWS.” 

Consequently, future renewable energy facilities developed under the proposed Project would be 
required to conduct burrowing owl surveys and develop appropriate mitigation for both project-level 
and cumulative impacts to the Burrowing owl, which may include a species-specific Mitigation and 
Monitoring Plan if direct impacts to the burrowing owl cannot be avoided. A species-specific Mitigation 
and Monitoring Plan would require prior approval by and in cooperation with CDFW and/or USFWS. 

Comment 10-8: As described in the Draft PEIR, the proposed Project would be implemented on a 
“project-by-project” basis based on County approval of individual renewable energy projects. 
Consequently, specific impacts related to how water use would reduce flows to IID drains and 
corresponding site-specific mitigation measures cannot be evaluated at this time. Future renewable 
energy facilities developed under the proposed Project would have to evaluate potential impacts related 
to how water use would reduce flows to IID drains, both project-specific and cumulative, during the 
project’s required environmental review phase. Implementation of mitigation measures presented in 
the Final PEIR any additional mitigation measures that may be required based on site-specific 
characteristics identified during the environmental review phase would reduce impacts related to how 
water use would reduce flows to IID drains to a level less than significant. 
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Comment 10-9: Future renewable energy facilities developed under the proposed Project would be 
required to evaluate potential impacts related to avian mortality during the project’s required 
environmental review phase. In order to provide further guidance for future project proponents to 
evaluate potential impacts to sensitive species, Mitigation Measure BIO-1f has been revised as follows: 

“BIO-1f: Additional Project Mitigation: Additional biological mitigation may be required 
based on the renewable energy technology to be developed at specific project locations. 
Project proponents for future renewable energy facilities would be required to evaluate 
how specific renewable energy facilities may impact sensitive species and how to 
mitigate impacts through site design and/or mitigation and monitoring activities. Such 
mitigation may include, but is not limited to, developing strategies to reduce impacts to 
avian species related to a possible ‘lake-effect’ associated with solar energy facilities and 
strategies to reduce the possibility for bird-strikes associated with wind energy facilities, 
if warranted. Project-specific mitigation and monitoring for future renewable energy 
facilities may include, but would not be limited to, a Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy 
based on the type of renewable energy technology to be utilized for a future renewable 
project.” 

As described in the Draft PEIR, the proposed Project would be implemented on a “project-by-project” 
basis based on County approval of individual renewable energy projects. Consequently, specific impacts 
to sensitive species and corresponding site-specific mitigation measures cannot be evaluated at this 
time. Development of the mortality monitoring and avoidance, minimization, and compensation 
measures suggested in this comment would be appropriate at the project level for future renewable 
energy facilities to be developed under the proposed Project. As described in the last paragraph of 
Mitigation Measure BIO-1b, “…an agency-approved biologist shall prepare a species-specific Mitigation 
and Monitoring Plan that would detail the approved, site-specific methodology proposed to minimize 
and mitigate impacts to each species…” if a project cannot avoid direct impacts to special status species. 
Therefore, implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1b and BIO-1f by future project proponents 
would result in the development of project specific mitigation to address potential impacts associated 
with avian mortality. 

Comment 10-10: The discussion of IID on page 45 of the Renewable Energy and Transmission Element 
Update has been revised to include the following statement: 

“…On May 8, 2012, the IID Board of Directors adopted the Temporary Land Conversion 
Fallowing Policy, a policy that requires participation from certain project developers 
and/or landowners as a condition of water service for new non-agricultural projects. In 
particular, this policy targets lower water demand projects, such as photovoltaic 
facilities, that require a temporary land use conversion and are permitted by conditional 
use permits on agriculturally-zoned lands...” 

Comment 10-11: Any future solar energy facility developed under the proposed Project shall be 
reviewed in coordination with IID as it relates to required transmission lines, substations, and other IID 
facilities. 

Comment 10-12: Should it be determined that a future renewable energy facility would necessitate the 
relocation and/or upgrade of IID electrical infrastructure to serve the project, the project proponent 
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would be responsible for all costs. A circuit analysis may be required to evaluate whether adequate IID 
facilities exist to provide energy for the future renewable energy facility. 

Comment 10-13: The County understands that any future renewable energy facility developed under 
the proposed Project that would require construction or operation on IID property or within its existing 
and proposed Right-of-Way (ROW) or easements would require an encroachment permit or 
encroachment agreement including, but not limited to surface improvements such as proposed new 
streets, driveways, parking lots, landscape; and all water, sewer, stormwater or any other aboveground 
or underground utilities (e.g., power lines). 

Comment 10-14: The County understands that IID claims at a minimum, a prescriptive ROW to the toe 
slope of all existing canals and drains. The County will coordinate with IID on all future renewable energy 
facilities developed under the proposed Project adjacent to IID facilities. 

Comment 10-15: Future renewable energy facilities developed under the proposed Project would be 
required to evaluate potential impacts associated with new, relocated, modified, or reconstructed IID 
facilities and mitigation measures in the project’s required environmental documentation. Any 
mitigation measures necessary as a result of the construction, relocation, and/or upgrade of IID facilities 
would be the responsibility of the project proponent. 

Comment 10-16: Thank you for your comments on the Imperial County General Plan Renewable Energy 
and Transmission Element Update Draft PEIR. As described in the response to comments above, the 
Draft PEIR is consistent with CEQA. 

  




